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REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
Submission Deadline 

Thursday, September 30th, 5:00 p.m. CST 

 

Purpose 

Montrose Counseling Center, Inc. [MCC] is accepting proposals to design and develop a 
MySQL database with an open source Windows interface application.  The program will be 
utilized for centralizing client records and implemented at our site as well as packaged for 
distribution and implementation by other state funded service providers.  The application shall be 
designed to efficiently record and store individual client contact, financial and pertinent 
treatment information; as well as provide mechanisms to query and produce legible reports on 
service utilization/delivery and standard fiscal procedures. 

 

Background 

MCC was founded in 1978 as a tax-exempt nonprofit 501c3 organization. Our mission is to 
empower our community—primarily gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender (GLBT) individuals 
and their families—to enjoy healthier and more fulfilling lives by providing culturally affirming 
and affordable behavioral health and prevention services. 

Behavioral health services consist of: 
• Professional individual and group counseling 
• Case management 
• Outpatient chemical dependency treatment 
• Violence and hate crimes survivor support & advocacy 
• HIV services 
• Seniors services  
• Youth services 

Community programs include: 
• Community and continuing education on diversity, health and disease prevention 
• HIV/TB testing, street outreach and risk reduction for high-risk populations 
• 24-hour help line (Gay & Lesbian Switchboard Houston) 
• GLBT Cultural Center – a collaborative between MCC and six smaller nonprofit 

organizations collocated within our building 

MCC is a United Way of Greater Houston affiliate and accredited in behavioral health by The 
Joint Commission.  
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Scope of Work 

HISTORY 
MCC currently uses a group of custom Access-driven relational databases collectively known as 
Decipher. Decipher’s user interface was written in Visual Basic 6 by programming students and 
contractors in various phases over a seven-year period. While the system has served its purpose, 
there are limitations that cannot be feasibly remedied through code revision. For example, certain 
types of queries required since the program was written requires constant “back-end” Access 
query development, which is not efficient since only a few people may have access to the 
secured database. Some functions in the original design are no longer needed or are not serving 
their current purpose. Secondly, there are three distinct databases that are not cross-referenced, 
which requires some duplication of data entry and limits the sharing and continuity of certain 
treatment information between clinicians serving the same client. Lastly, the VB6 user interface 
is need of streamlining to more efficiently correspond with our current work patterns and 
business practices.  

 

 

 

CONCEPT 
Rather than updating the existing Decipher model, MCC is calling for the design of a new 
Windows/MySQL-based product to be called Continuum.  Continuum will consist of a MySQL 
database on a single networked server; with commands delivered by an interface application 
installed individually on networked terminals. Similar to a centralized medical records system, 
all data in Continuum will be linked to the corresponding patient or client via a unique code 
generated by the program.  In addition to standard read-write and screen rendering functions, 
Continuum shall have a security feature that control the level of access for five (5) types of users, 
as well as the ability to generate simple and complex queries and process mark-up of those 
queries into legible reports in multiple standard formats. 

The interface application shall be written using a standard language native to .NET framework 
(i.e., C#, VB.NET, etc.). Though it will emulate an Access-style interface, Access is not suitable 
in the new architecture due to limitations with regard to cost, updates and licensing and the 
potential number of consumer agencies that may be deploying Continuum over the long term.  

The goal is that any provider within the state should be able to install and execute Continuum 
provided that they have a networked system with terminals running Windows XP and a server 
with the Windows Server 2003 O/S and MySQL. The final packaged product will be released 
under an open source license establishing the authorship, origination and fair use standards. 
However, licensees beyond MCC shall have permission to further modify the structure and code 
to suit their individual organizations’ needs.  

Development of Continuum shall be considered a “work-for-hire.” Authorship of the application, 
including architecture, graphics/visuals, original source code and documentation will be 
attributed to the awarded vendor and “Montrose Counseling Center, Inc.” and distributed under 

Appendix B features screenshots of the current Decipher interface, with notes 
referencing these and other limitations.  
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an open source license. No further intellectual property, publishing or distribution rights will be 
applicable outside of the terms of the contract and issuance of licenses.   

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 
RDBMS:   MySQL 

Server O/S:  Windows Server 2003 

Terminal O/S:  Windows XP, Vista, and 7 compatible 

Authentication:  Active Directory sync for user accounts and passwords 

User Interface: .NET/Windows-based read-write application such as C# or VB.net 

Report Output Types: XML / PDF for all queries; XCL, ASCII, Word for select queries 

Security: Configurable read-write-edit permissions based on 5 user levels  

Data Migration: Existing data to be imported from Access to MySQL 

 
Review & Selection Criteria 

MCC welcomes proposals from development firms as well as qualified individual programmers.  
Individuals must be legal U.S. residents. Vendor applicants are encouraged to develop bid 
requests based upon reasonable and accurate costs.  However, MCC has placed a budget cap of 
$50,000 for the entire project.  Please note that proposals above the cap will not be considered.  
Furthermore, proposals must address all of the requirements and parameters stated in the Scope 
of Work section in order to be considered.   

Selection of the vendor will be based upon the following criteria: 

1. Qualifications of company / individual. 
2. Knowledge and understanding of project and practical application of the end product. 
3. Clarity of objectives and timeline for completion. 
4. Capacity to deliver on stated objectives within the specified timeline. 
5. Availability throughout the duration of the contract term. 
6. Satisfactory feedback from applicant supplied references. 

 

Appendix A includes a list of data structure with an outline of input fields, labels 
and values; as well as visual models of the desired interface. Window tabulations are 
shown, dividing the groups of input data into a logical workflow.   
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Deliverables 

Initial On-Site Consultation: A project leader representing the vendor (must be an employee) 
will meet with MCC’s team to review and clarify all technical needs and specifications necessary 
to begin programming. 
 
Schematic: Vendor will provide a document with narrative and visual descriptions of the 
system’s architecture addressing how the interface will intuitively handle commands and queries.  
The schematic should also include a complete list of MySQL database tables, rows and values; 
and inform MCC of type of interface to be used and its platform/programming language. 
 
Beta Product “Tab” Tests: At designated intervals, the vendor will inform MCC with written 
status of the project including % toward completion, technical issues/challenges encountered, 
and screenshots of interface development. 
 
Beta Product: Vendor will install complete working version of the software and MySQL 
database on MCC’s network for testing and evaluation by MCC’s team, including a partial data 
migration of existing files from the existing system. 
 
Final Product: Vendor will install the final working version of the software and MySQL 
database on MCC’s network.  This final version must address recommendations and correct any 
issues or “bugs” encountered during the testing/evaluation.  An CD or DVD copy of this final 
product must also be provided by the Vendor for distribution to other consumer agencies, with a 
text file containing installation instructions and required hardware and software specifications. 
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Objectives, Timeline & Term of Contract 

The term of contract will be October 15, 2010 – March 31, 2011.  To be compensable, all project 
objectives must be completed within this timeframe.  Vendor applicants are strongly encouraged 
to follow projects objectives according to the following timeline. However, proposed alternatives 
may be considered if they are specific and fall within the term of contract.  

Objective Target Completion Date 

Contract between MCC and Vendor will be signed by 
authorized representatives. October 15, 2010 

Vendor will designate a project leader to serve as primary 
contact and relay information between MCC and vendor’s 
technical team.   

October 15, 2010 

Initial on-site consultation between MCC and Project 
Leader. (On-going consultation between Project Leader and 
MCC team leader will occur as necessary.) 

October 20, 2010 

Vendor will deliver a presentation of the product schematic to 
the MCC team or team leader. November 5, 2010 

Vendor will submit a progress report to MCC team leader. December 1, 2010 

Vendor and MCC team leader will develop a mutually agreed 
upon schedule for beta product testing. January 10, 2011 

First beta product delivered and installed by Vendor for on-
site testing. January 31, 2011 

A select group of MCC software testers will run tests of the 
beta versions and complete assignments created by the team 
leader to test the various features of the program.   

February 1-10, 2011 

Testers will report their issues, observations and experience to 
the team leader.   February 15, 2011 

A selection of existing data will be migrated into the new 
database.  This test will be performed by the vendor at MCC 
with the aid of team members as necessary. 

February 10, 2011 

Team leader will submit an evaluation of the beta product to 
the vendor specifying all issues, bugs, and required revisions. February 20, 2011 

Vendor will deliver and install the revised beta product for 
final evaluation/testing.  March 10, 2011 

MCC will submit second evaluation to Vendor recommending 
further revision or declaring the product final. March 15, 2011 

Final product installed / delivered by Vendor. March 31, 2011 
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Payments, Incentives and Penalties  

Payment:  The following payment schedule based upon deliverables has been established (see 
table). Actual mutually agreed to terms may vary slightly according to the contract entered into 
by MCC and the awarded vendor. 

Deliverable Payment % 

Initial Consultation 5% 

Delivery/installation of beta product 20% 

Each beta update 10% (Up to 50%) 

Finalized product 50% (Balance) 

The initial beta product shall consist of a complete MySQL database as outlined in Appendix A, 
a terminal interface application with an active “Main” tab, and vendor installation.  To be 
compensable, beta updates must have expanded functionality (e.g., addition of active tabs), and 
remedy “bugs” and known issues. 

Incentives:  The awarded vendor will have the option of an accelerated payment schedule if a 
complete beta product is delivered and installed by January 31, 2011. This will also potentially 
shorten the testing period and declaring of the project as “final,” at which point MCC will remit 
all balances due to the Vendor. To be considered complete, the product must consist of a 
complete MySQL database as outlined in Appendix A, a terminal interface application with all 
tabs and reports fully functional, and vendor installation. 

Penalties:  Failure of the vendor to submit deliverables according to contract terms and 
condition will result in full or partial nonpayment.  
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Proposal Instructions 

For consideration, proposals must be submitted by email to 

mcc@montrosecounselingcenter.org 
no later than 

Thursday, September 30th, 5:00 p.m. CST. 
MCC encourages applicants to utilize the RFP submission form provided on our website 
(www.montrosecounselingcenter.org) to format their proposals. Alternatively, applicants format 
their own proposals by using the following checklist. Please provide all requested information. 
Incomplete proposals shall not be considered. 

 Company or individual name.  If incorporated, include d/b/a name. 

 Business type (corporation, partnership, sole proprietor, individual, etc.). 

 Background and description of company/firm.  

(Individuals please attach a résumé/CV.) 

 Owner/CEO name and contact information. 

 Project leader name and contact information (if different). 

 Primary programmer name and contact information (if different). 

 Description of experience with software development, including list of languages, 

programs and certifications. 

 Description of proposed project plan. 

 Project timeline, if different than RFP. 

 Total cost of project. 

 List 3 business references, including two (2) former or current clients.  

 Completed IRS Form W-9 must be submitted with the proposal to be considered. 
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Appendix A 
Data Structure and Interface Models 

The following outline lists and describes the required database fields and interface functions in 
logical work order and divided into “tabs.”  A visual model of the desired type of interface 
application appears on page 13 of this appendix. The LEFT SECTION elements are fixed and 
will appear on every tab. This will also serve as a menu for the search mode. The tabs should 
represent the rainbow of colors in this order.  Red, Orange, Yellow, Green Blue, Indigo, Violet.  
Labels may be abbreviated to fit on the tab or screen. 

LEFT SECTION:  
Note: This section is fixed and visible on all tabs, though the background color will change to reflect the 
active tab: 

 Status [open/pending/closed/discharged/shredded/registration only/eligibility only] 

File search and add/create file and edit file functions, e.g., hyperlinked command. 
Search on SSN, Client Last Name, Client First Name, Character Code, Therapist/Case 

Manager 

Client Name, SSN, Character Code, Client Cell Phone Number 

SSN must be unique. New entries will search by SSN first to dedup. 
 IT Therapist  [text from client table] 
 Case Manager [text from client table] 

Intake Date [date from client table, auto-formatted as “mm/dd/yyyy”] 
Last Date of Service [date from client table, auto-formatted as “mm/dd/yyyy”] updated every 

time a service encounter is entered as apposed to a financial encounter/note  
 IT Program [text from client table] 

CM Program [text from client table] 
Peer Program [text from client table] 
CPCDMS Expiration Date [date from table, auto-formatted as “mm/dd/yyyy”] 

 Reassessment Due Date [date from service plan table, auto-formatted as “mm/dd/yyyy”] 
Service Plan Due Date [date from service plan table, auto-formatted as “mm/dd/yyyy”] 
Treatment Plan Due Date [date from treatment plan table, auto-formatted as “mm/dd/yyyy”] 

Security Rules 
Levels 1,2,3,5 have search query of all records permissions 
Level 4 has search query of own records permissions 
No one should have edit or write permissions from at screen 

 
TAB I: CLIENT/ASSIGNMENT (default tab)  
The tab entry fields marked with an asterisk (*) shall be required information.  

Note: SSN and Character Code should either not be edited here or all instances in all tables of this should 
be edited if edited here. 

Subsection 1: Client Information 
Intake Date*[date, auto-formatted as “mm/dd/yyyy”, default to current date] 
Name fields: First*, Last*[text] 

 SSN* [numerical limited to 9 characters, auto-formatted “xxx-xx-xxxx”] 
 Driver License/State ID #* [text] 
 State of Issuance* [drop-down list menu, with a default value “TX”] 
 Date of Birth* [date, auto-formatted as “mm/dd/yyyy”] 
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Sex*  [drop-down list menu with the values “F, M, FTM, MTF”] 
Character Code [calculate Character Code button: calculated from 1st & 3rd letter of first name, 

1st & 3rd letter of last name, 6 digit DOB, gender] 
Race/Ethnicity* [drop-down list menu with the values “B, Cauc, API, His, NA, O”] 
Sexual Orientation [drop-down list menu with the values “Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Heterosexual, 
Transgender, Questioning, Unknown”] 
Address* [text] 
City* [text] 
State* [drop-down list menu, with a default value “TX”] 
ZIP* [numerical limited to 9 characters, auto-formatted “xxxxx-xxxx” and left justiftied] 
Home Phone [numerical limited to 10 characters, auto-formatted “(xxx) xxx-xxxx”] 
Work Phone  [numerical limited to 10 characters, auto-formatted “(xxx) xxx-xxxx”] 
Cell Phone  [numerical limited to 10 characters, auto-formatted “(xxx) xxx-xxxx”] 
Email Address [text] 
Partner’s Last Name [text] 
Partner’s SSN [numerical limited to 9 characters, auto-formatted “xxx-xx-xxxx”] 

Four (4) custom ID fields as additional identifiers 

Security Rules 
Level 5 has read & write permissions 

 Level 4 has read, write & edit own permission 
 Levels 1,2,3 have read, write & edit all permission 
Subsection 2: Program 

IT Program [drop-down list menu with values from reference tables] 
FT Program [drop-down list menu with values from reference tables] 
GT Program [drop-down list menu with values from reference tables] 
IOP/RPG Program [drop-down list menu with values from reference tables] 
CM Program [drop-down list menu with values from reference tables] 
Peer Counseling Program [drop-down list menu with values from reference tables] 
Save [command button] 

Security Rules 
 Level 5 has read permission 
 Level 4 has read own permission 
 Levels 1,2,3 have read, write & edit permission 
Subsection 3: Assigned Direct Care Staff 

IT Therapist [drop-down list menu populated via Active Directory, blank default value] 
FT Therapist [drop-down list menu populated via Active Directory, blank default value] 
GT Therapist [drop-down list menu populated via Active Directory, blank default value] 
Case Manager [drop-down list menu populated via Active Directory, blank default value] 
Supervisor* [drop-down list menu populated via Active Directory, blank default value] 

Security Rules 
 Level 5 has read permission 
 Level 4 has read own permission 
 Levels 1,2,3 have read, write & edit permission 

TAB II:  NEEDS 

Subsection 1: Primary/Psychiatric Care 
Minimum of the following input fields: 

Primary Care Physician [text] 
Private Office [Yes/No] 
Last Primary Care Visit [date, auto-formatted as “mm/dd/yyyy”] 
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Psychiatrist [text] 
Psychiatrist Phone [numerical limited to 10 characters, auto-formatted “(xxx) xxx-xxxx”] 

 
Security Rules 
 Level 5 has no permission 
 Level 4 has read, write & edit own permission 
 Levels 1,2,3 have read, write & edit all permission 
Subsection 2: Client Needs List 
Minimum of the following input fields: 

CPCDMS Registration Date [date, auto-formatted as “mm/dd/yyyy”] 
CPCDMS Registration Expiration Date [date, auto-formatted as “mm/dd/yyyy”] 
CPCDMS Record Owner [text] 
ITS Code [text] 
CMBHS Code [text] formerly TCADA or BHIPS code 

Needs List: four columns of check boxes for each item in the following list (or some other way that allows 
the Case Manager to select multiple needs):  
Assisted Living/Personal Care 
Buddy/Companion Services 
Caregiver Education or Services 
Case Management 
Client Advocacy 
Counseling 
Day or Respite Care 
Dental Care 
Durable Medical Equipment 
Emergency Financial Assistance 
Employment/Job Placement 
Entitlements – Social Security, etc. 
Family Planning 
Food Bank/ Meals/Supplements/Nutritionist 
Foster Care/Adoption Services 
Health Education/Risk Reduction 
Health Insurance 
Hearing 
Home Health Care 
Hospice Care 
Housing Assistance 
Housing Coordination 
In-Home Assistance 
Mental Health Therapy 
Medical/Primary Care 
Legal Services 
Other Services 
Prescription Drug Reimbursement Program 
Rehabilitation 
Substance Abuse Treatment 
Transportation 
Vision 

DSHS survey [radio button] 

Referral Source [dropdown menu list from reference table]  

Notes [text] 

Security Rules 
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 Level 5 has no permission 
 Level 4 has read, write & edit own permission 
 Levels 1,2,3 have read, write & edit all permission 
Subsection 3: Emergency Contact 

First Name [text] 
Last Name [text] 
Address [text] 
City [text] 
State [drop-down list menu, with a default value “TX”] 
ZIP [numerical limited to 9 characters, auto-formatted “xxxxx-xxxx” and left justiftied] 
Phone [numerical limited to 10 characters, auto-formatted “(xxx) xxx-xxxx”] 

Security Rules 
 Level 5 has no permission 
 Level 4 has read, write & edit own permission 
 Levels 1,2,3 have read, write & edit all permission 

TAB III:  OUTCOMES 
Note: RPG was formerly TR. 
Minimum of the following input fields: 

GAF Scores Pre/Post [2 numerical fields, 3 characters no decimal – 2 scores pre/post]  
Reset [command button] 
GAF Dates [date, auto-formatted as “mm/dd/yyyy”] – 1 date for each score above to be reset with 

the score 
SDS Scores Pre/Post [2 numerical fields, 3 characters no decimal – 2 scores pre/post] 
Reset [command button] 
SDS Dates [date, auto-formatted as “mm/dd/yyyy”] – 1 date for each score above to be reset with 

the score 
 IOP Sobriety [radio button]  

Reset [command button] 
 IOP Sobriety Status Yes/No to be reset with above 

IOP Sobriety Date [date, auto-formatted as “mm/dd/yyyy”]  to be reset with above  
IOP Completed Yes/No to be reset with above 
RPG Sobriety [radio button]  
Reset [command button] 

 RPG Sobriety Status Yes/No to be reset with above 
RPG Sobriety Date [date, auto-formatted as “mm/dd/yyyy”] to be reset with above 
RPG Completed Yes/No to be reset with above 
Safety Pre/Post [2 numerical fields, 3 characters no decimal formatted to %] 
Reset [command button] 
Safety Dates [date, auto-formatted as “mm/dd/yyyy”] – 1 date for each score above to be reset 

with the score 
Connectedness/Isolation Pre/Post [2 numerical fields, 3 characters no decimal formatted to %] 
Reset [command button] 
Connectedness/Isolation Dates [date, auto-formatted as “mm/dd/yyyy”] – 1 date for each score 

above to be reset with the score 
Service Knowledge & Access Pre/Post [2 numerical fields, 3 characters no decimal formatted to 

%] 
Reset [command button] 
Service Knowledge & Access Dates [date, auto-formatted as “mm/dd/yyyy”] – 1 date for each 

score above to be reset with the score 
Depression Scale Pre/Post [2 numerical fields, 3 characters no decimal] 
Reset [command button] 
Depression Scale Dates [date, auto-formatted as “mm/dd/yyyy”] – 1 date for each score above to 

be reset with the score 
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Graduation Yes/No 
Reset [command button] 
Graduation Dates [date, auto-formatted as “mm/dd/yyyy”] – 1 date for each score above to be 

reset with the score 
GPA [2 numerical fields, 3 characters 2 decimal points] 
Reset [command button] 
GPA Dates [date, auto-formatted as “mm/dd/yyyy”] – 1 date for each score above to be reset with 

the score 
Four (4) custom outcomes fields  

Save Outcome [command button] 
Add New Outcome [command button to open new outcome entry screen] 

Status [drop down menu list: open/pending/closed/discharged/shredded/registration only/eligibility only] 

Discharge Date [date, auto-formatted as “mm/dd/yyyy”] 

Shred Date [date, auto-formatted as “mm/dd/yyyy”] 

Security Rules 
 Level 5 has no permission 
 Level 4 has read, write & edit own permission 
 Levels 1,2,3 have read, write & edit all permission 

TAB IV:  TREATMENT/SERVICE PLAN 

Section 1: Treatment/Service Plan 
Minimum of the following input fields: 

Client First Name, Client Last Name, Therapist/Case Manager [from tables viewing only] 
(Service plan if completed by a case manager, treatment plan if completed by a therapist) 
Treatment/Service Plan choice button 

Service Plan Needs List:  [auto-fill from Tab II Needs list into Problem field include a blank for 
write in. 

Treatment Plan Problem List: five columns of check boxes for each item in the following list 
(or some other option that allows the therapist to check off multiple problems) include a blank for 
write in.  They should be able to do one problem at a time but do as many problems as needed. 

Adoption/Surogacy 
Adult Children of Alcoholics 
Aging  
Agorophobic/Panic 
Anger Management 
Antisocial Behavior 
Anxiety 
Assertiveness Deficit 
Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD) – Adult 
Borderline Personality 
Breast Cancer 
Bulimia 
Caregiver Burnout 
Chemical Dependence 
Chemical Dependence – Relapse 
Chemical Dependency – GLBT  
Childhood Traumas 
Chronic Pain 
Codependence 
Cognitive Deficits 
Dependency 
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Depression 
Dissociation 
Domestic Violence Survivor 
Eating Disorder 
Educational Deficits 
Employment Discrimination 
Family Conflict 
Family of Origin Conflicts 
Female Sexual Dysfunction 
Female Sexual Dysfunction – GLBT 
Financial Stress 
Gender Identity Disparity – Adult 
Grief/Loss Unresolved 
Grief/Multiple Loss 
Hate Crime Victim 
HIV Negative/HIV Positive Couple 
HIV /AIDS 
Homosexual Married to Heterosexual 
Impulse Control Disorder 
Incest Survivor – Adult  
Internalized Homophobia 
Intimate Relationship Conflict 
Intimate Relationship Conflicts GLBT 
Legal Conflicts 
Legal Conflicts GLBT 
Low Self-Esteem 
Male Sexual Dysfunction 
Male Sexual Dysfunction – GLBT 
Mania or Hypomania 
Medical Issues 
Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder (OCD) 
Paranoid Ideation 
Parenting Conflicts 
Phase of Life Problems 
Phobia-Panic/Agoraphobia 
Physical Abuse Victim 
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) 
Psychoticism 
Religious Conflict 
Safer Sex 
Separation 
Sexual Abuse 
Sexual Abuse GLBT 
Sexual Acting Out 
Sexual Assault Survivor – Adult  
Sexual Identity Confusion –Adolescent 
Sexual Identity Confusion – Adult  
Shyness 
Single Parents 
Sleep Disturbance 
Social Discomfort 
Somatization 
Spiritual Confusion 
Suicidal Ideation 
Toxic Parent Survivors 
Type A Behavior 
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Vocational Stress 

Definition [drop down list menu matched to problem selected, read only] 
Objective [drop down list menu matched to Problem selected] allow blank and for editing 
9formerly short-term objectives) 
Goal [drop down list menu matched to Problem selected] allow for blank and for editing 
9formerly long-term goals) 
Strategy [drop down list menu matched to Problem selected] allow for blank and for editing 
9formerly therapeutic intervention) 
Create/Save Plan [command button] also enters date created into treatment plan table 
Print Plan [command button to export to Word template]  
Service Plan Review Due Date [date, auto-formatted as “mm/dd/yyyy” 26 weeks or 182 days 

from date of plan creation] 
Treatment Plan Review Due Date [date, auto-formatted as “mm/dd/yyyy” 12 weeks or 84 days 

from date of creation] 
Review & Revise Plan [command button to open Plan for revision, save new plan without 

altering original] 
 Goal(s) * [auto-fill from plan goals] 
 Progress on Goals * [text for each goal] 
 Revisions to Goals and Objectives [text for each goal] 

Security Rules 
 Level 5 has no permission 
 Level 4 has read, write & edit own permission 
 Levels 1,2,3 have read, write & edit all permission 

TAB V:  ENCOUNTERS  
Read only 

Client First Name, Client Last Name [text – auto-fill from client table, view only] 
Character Code [text – auto-fill from client table, view only] 
Fee matrix of the fees auto-fill from client table corresponding to Type of Service Code 

Subsection 1: Encounter 
No duplicated entries allowed for same Code and Client on same day 
Minimum of the following input fields: 

Code [drop down list menu according to security level] 
 If Code = ASCCL, enter reassessment due date + 26 weeks or 182 days 
Appointment Date [date, auto-formatted as “mm/dd/yyyy” default to current date edit 

permission] 
Weekly Fee [numerical 2 decimal points auto-fill from client record according to Code,  read 

only] 
Amount Paid [numerical 2 decimal points default 0.00] 
Program [text auto- fill from client record according to code, protected from edit] 
Minutes [numerical, IT 60, FT 60, GT 90, IOP/RPG 120, CM as entered] 
Units [numerical, active only for certain Codes, IT 0, FT 0, GT 0, IOP/RPG 0, CM as entered] 
Notes [text] 
Therapist [text auto-fill from sign-on authentication] 
Save [command button] 
Authentication key (CPCDMS ID) and date/time stamp to encounter table  
Current Balance field in Client table updated (Current Balance + Weekly Fee – Amount Paid = 

New Current Balance) 
Security Rules 
 Level 5 has no permission 
 Level 4 has read, write & edit own permission 
 Levels 1,2,3 have read, write & edit all permission 
Subsection 2: Progress Note 
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Minimum of the following input fields: 
Topic, Observation, Goal/Objective Addressed [text with drop down menu list from 

client’s problem list, topic list & blank] 
Assessment/Intervention [text] 
Client’s Response/Progress Towards Goals [text] 
Plan [text] 

Save [command button] 
Print Notes [command button to print to Word template] 

Search Encounters [command button by code, by date] 

Security Rules 
Level 5 has no permissions 

 Level 4 has read & write & edit own permissions until discharged  
 Level 3 has read & write & edit all permissions even after client is discharged 

Levels 1,2 have read all permissions 

TAB VI:  FINANCIAL/INSURANCE 
Minimum of the following input fields: 
Subsection 2: Insurance 

IT Insurance [radio button] 
FT Insurance [radio button] 
GT Insurance [radio button] 
IOP/RPG Insurance [radio button] 
Insurance Company Name [text] 
LOB [text drop down list menu] 
Diag1[text]  
Diag2 [text] 
Deductible [numerical 2 decimal points] 
MH Auth [text] 
MH Auth Date [date, auto-formatted as “mm/dd/yyyy” default to current date] 
MH Number of Visits [numerical no decimal] 
IOP Auth [text] 
IOP Auth Date [date, auto-formatted as “mm/dd/yyyy” default to current date] 
IOP Number of Visits [numerical no decimal] 
Notes [text] 
Save [command button] 

Security Rules 
  Level 5 has no permission 

Level 4 has read own permission 
Level 3 has read all permission 
Levels 1,2 have read, write & edit all permissions 

Subsection 3: Income/Fees 
Income [numerical 2 decimal points] 
Save [command button] 

Security Rules 
  Level 5 has read & write permission 

Level 4 has read own permission 
Level 3 has read all permission 
Levels 1,2 have read, write & edit all permissions 

Beginning Balance [numerical 2 decimal from previous program migration and when archived] 
Current Balance [numerical 2 decimal calculated field from beginning balance + fee - amount 

paid in encounters] 
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IT Fee [numerical 2 decimal calculate from Income, Insurance, Sliding Scale chart If Insurance, 
default $100.00] 

FT Fee [numerical 2 decimal calculate from Income, Insurance, Sliding Scale chart If Insurance, 
default $60.00] 

GT Fee [numerical 2 decimal calculate from Income, Insurance, Sliding Scale chart If Insurance, 
default $70.00] 

IOP/RPG Fee [numerical 2 decimal calculate from Income, Insurance, Sliding Scale chart If 
Insurance, default $150.00] 

Sliding Scale IT Fee [numerical 2 decimal calculate from Income, Sliding Scale chart] 
Sliding Scale FT Fee [numerical 2 decimal calculate from Income, Sliding Scale chart] 
Sliding Scale GT Fee [numerical 2 decimal calculate from Income, Sliding Scale chart] 
Sliding Scale IOP/RPG Fee [numerical 2 decimal calculate from Income, Sliding Scale chart] 

IT Copay [numerical 2 decimal calculate from Income, Sliding Scale chart] 
FT Copay [numerical 2 decimal calculate from Income, Sliding Scale chart] 
GT Copay [numerical 2 decimal calculate from Income, Sliding Scale chart] 
IOP/RPG Copay [numerical 2 decimal calculate from Income, Sliding Scale chart] 

Update Date [date, auto-formatted as “mm/dd/yyyy”]  updated every time the save button from 
this tab is engaged 

Save [command button] 

Security Rules 
  Level 5 has read permission 

Level 4 has read own permission 
Level 3 has read all permission 
Levels 1,2 have read, write & edit all permissions 

TAB VII:  ADMIN 

Note:  All new programs will be added directly into the database with the front end screen. 

Subsection 1: Users Add/Edit 
Minimum of the following input fields: 

  Therapist/Case Manager Last Name [text unique pick from Active Directory directly] 
  Therapist/Case Manager First Name [text linked to last name from Active Directory] 
  Credentials [text] 
  License [text] 
  Type of Service [text drop down menu list CMLIC, CMSLW, PEER] 
  User Level [text drop down menu list 1,2,3,4,5]  

User Level 1 = Administrator; 2 = Quality Assurance; 3 = Program Supervisor;  
4 = Direct Care Worker; 5 = Reception/Data Entry 

  Supervisor [drop down for security level 4 of names in security level 3] 
  CPCDMS ID [text – also doubles as authentication key for progress note entry] 
  ITS ID [text] 
  Provider 1[text] 
  Provider 2 [text] 
  Provider 3 [text] 
  NPI [text] 
  Inactive [Yes/No] 

Save [command button] 

Security Rules 
  Levels 2,3,4,5 have no permission 

Level 1has read, write & edit permissions 

Subsection 2: Reports 
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Statistics  
drop down list for program & program group & date range picks: 

number of new clients by program or program group & date range – export to Excel 
demographics (gender, age, income, race/ethnicity) by program or program group & date range – 

export to Excel 
unduplicated client census by program or program group & date range – export to Excel 

drop down list for Therapist and date range picks: 
client retention by Therapist/Case Manager and date range – export to Excel 

ZIP codes by program or program group, date range and export to Excel template categorizing the zip 
codes by county 

Outcomes reports by drop down menu list of programs or program group, date range comparing first 
measure to second measure for each record in date range with 2 measures and listing and summing 
those that increased, decreased and remained the same.  Header: date range and program.  Report 
fields: Client identifier, score 1, score 1 date, score 2, score 2 date  

Security Rules 
  Levels 3,4,5 have no permission 
  Levels 1,2 have permission to run all statistical, zip code and outcome reports 

Time sheets by drop down menu list of Therapist/Case Manager user level 3 & 4 only direct service hours 
by program and date range – export to Excel template with Therapist/Case Manager name, x-axis 
dates and total, y-axis program list. With group, IOP/TR hours calculated separately 

Security Rules 
  Level 5 has no permission 

Level 4 has permission to run own reports  
Level 3 has permission to run own reports and for anyone on level 4 

  Levels 1,2 have permission to run all reports 

Client Lists – parameters export to Excel:   
drop down menu list:  Status [open/pending/closed/discharged/shredded/registration 

only/eligibility only] 
  drop down menu list: Therapist/Case Manager 
 date range 
 drop down menu list: IT Program 

Report fields: Client Name, phone numbers, IT program, Case Management Program, Discharge 
Date, Character Code, Status, CMBHS ID, Registration expiration, Referral Source  

Client List – Bus Voucher for clients who have bus voucher numbers by date range  
Report fields: [Client Last Name, Client First Name, Character Code, Therapist/Case Manager, 
Bus Voucher Number, Bus Voucher Date] export to Excel 

Client List – Service/Treatment Plan Due Date for clients with a Service Plan or Treatment Plan Due 
Date by date range  
Report fields: [Client Last Name, Client First Name, Character Code, Cell Phone Number, 
Therapist/Case Manager, Status, Last Date of Service, Service Plan Due Date, Treatment Plan Due 
Date] export to Excel 

Client List – Registration/expiration for clients with a registration date by date range or expiration date by 
date range  
Report fields: [Client Last Name, Client First Name, Character Code, Therapist/Case Manager, 
Record Owner, Registration Date, Expiration Date, Status, Intake Date, Last Date of Service] 
export to Excel 

Security Rules 
  Level 5 has no permission 

Level 4 has permission to run own client list reports  
Level 3 has permission to run own clilent list reports and for anyone on level 4 

  Levels 1,2 have permission to run all reports 
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Client List – Insurance report clients who have at least one insurance button checked  
Report fields: [Client Last Name, Client First Name, SSN, Therapist/Case Manager, Insurance Co 
Name, IT Program, FT Program, GT Program, IOP/TR Program. IT Fee, Last Date of Service] 
export to Excel 

Client List – Audit list drop down menu lists for Therapist/Case Manager security level 3 & 4, program or 
program group & date range  
Report fields: [client name, character code, intake date, last session date, Therapist/Case Manager 
Last Name, IT Program] by date range export to Excel 

Security Rules 
  Levels 3,4,5 have no permission 
  Levels 1,2 have permission to run all insurance and audit reports 

Encounter Reports – parameters:  
ITS encounters for a certain list of programs, codes and date range  

Report fields: [Client Last Name, Client First Name, Character Code, ITS Code, 
Therapist/Case Manager, Appointment Date, Code, Minutes, Units, Program] export to 
Excel 

Grant Activity for a certain list of programs, codes and date range  
Report fields: [Client Last Name, Client First Name, Character Code, Therapist/Case 
Manager, Appointment Date, Code, Program Notes] export to Excel 

MCD verification for a certain list of programs, codes and date range  
Report fields: [Client Last Name, Client First Name, SSN, DOB, Therapist/Case Manager, 

Appointment Date, Code, Program] export to Excel  

Security Rules 
  Levels 3,4,5 have no permission 
  Levels 1,2 have permission to run all encounter reports 

Missing notes when Behavior field of Progress Note is missing drop down menu list 
Therapist/Case Manager and date range   
Report fields: [Client First Name, Client Last Name, Character Code, Therapist/Case 
Manager, Appointment Date, Code, Program, Behavior, Intervention, Response, Plan] 
export to Excel 

Security Rules 
  Level 5 has no permission 

Level 4 has permission to run own missing notes reports  
Level 3 has permission to run own missing notes reports and for anyone on level 4 

  Levels 1,2 have permission to run all missing notes reports 

Receivables – parameters export to Excel (Therapy clients only) 

drop down menu list:  client last name, client first name, all 
  drop down menu list: Therapist/Case Manager, all 
 date range 
 drop down menu list: IT Program, all 

drop down menu list: Refund, RBI, Back Bill, Bad Debt, Non-Zero Balance, Summary by 
Program  

Report fields:  header of  Client Name, IT Therapist, SSN, Character Code, 4 program fee labels, 4 
program fees, beginning balance.  Fields from encounter table: appointment date, code, 
program, fee, amount paid, balance calculated for each line, notes 

Security Rules 
  Level 5 has no permission 
  Level 4 has permission to run their own individual client receivable reports 

Level 3 has permission to run their own individual client receivable reports and for anyone on 
level 4  
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Levels 1,2 have permission to run all receivable reports 

Subsection 3: Maintenance/Imports/Exports 
Imports – CMBHS from Excel into Encounter table 
Exports –  

 ITS, CPCDMS from Encounter table to ASCII 
 PC-ACE from Encounter table to OUT file according to software specs in both UB04 and HCFA 

1500 formats 
 SAMS from Encounter table to XML according to software specs 

Security Rules 
  Levels 3,4,5 have no permission to import/export 
  Levels 1,2 have permission to run all import/export reports 

Fix Balances – When an encounter is changed or deleted, the balance for that client and the clients 
following them in the database are corrupted.  This function is performed monthly before the 
receivables reports are run.  Beginning Balance + Weekly Fee – Amount Paid = Current Balance. 

Archive [command button to archive client record and all other corresponding data for clients whose 
records have been shredded] 

Security Rules 
  Levels 2,3,4,5 have no permission to maintenance reports 
  Level 1 has permission to run all maintenance reports 

Tables/Fields (for entering and storing user-defined values) 
Client – client data 

Code – coding for programs and type of service. Current fields: type, description, code, therapist access, default fee, 
default program, default values, hours New field: program group [this table can be broken up into program 
codes and service codes] 

Employee – users  

Encounter – session and financial data by date 

Insurance – insurance deductibles, authorizations, etc 

ITS Code – reference table batch codes for each type of service and program Current fields: code, program number 

Need List – reference table to match the needs list client need list Current fields: ID, description 

Outcomes – outcomes measures 

Plan – reference table to be completed by the security administrator with problems matching problem list needed to 
construct service and treatment plans  Current fields: problem, definitions, short-term goals, long-term 
goals, behavioral interventions 

Progress Notes – one for each service encounter  

Referral Source – reference table to be completed by the security administrator  

Service Plan – completed service plans Current fields: Client’s name, problem, long-term goal, date created, Case 
Manager, revision date 

Sliding Scale – reference table by federal poverty level and type of service Current fields: low income, high income, 
IT Fee, FT Fee, GT Fee, IOP/TR Fee 

Topic – reference table drop down options for Topic in encounter 

Treatment Plan – completed treatment plans Current fields: Client’s name, problem, long-term goal, date created, 
Therapist, revision date 
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Appendix B 
Decipher Screenshots 

 

1. Authentication / sign-in screen 
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2. Main menu 
Continuum will default to “Main” tab and in add mode as described in Appendix A. 
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3. Add New Client 
Continuum will default to “Main” tab and in add mode as described in Appendix A. 
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4. Edit Client Information 
Continuum will have a search hyperlink, and a read/write (view/edit) toggle hyperlink on the 
“Main” tab as described in Appendix A. 
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5. Edit Client Insurance 
Continuum will combine this set of input with other data on the “Financial/Insurance” tab as 
described in Appendix A. 
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6.  Report 
Continuum integrates reporting on the “Admin” screen for authorized higher level users.  Lower 
level users will be able to view select reports from the “Main” tab using hyperlinks. 
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7. Admin 
Continuum will combine these functions with other higher level user features on the “Admin” 
tab. 
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8. Import 
Continuum will combine importing functions with other higher level user features on the 
“Admin” tab. 
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9. Edit Encounters 
Continuum will have an “Encounters” tab with a hyperlink that toggles between read/write 
(view/edit) mode.  Read mode defaults to the currently open client file. If no file is open the tab 
fields will be muted and non-writable.   
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10. Encounter: Payment Entry 
Continuum will combine this set of entry with those of the next screenshot in a pop-up applet 
that can be activated from hyperlinks on the “Main” or “Encounters” tab when an active file is 
open and in the write (edit) mode. Again, a toggle hyperlink will enable the switch between 
read/write (view/edit) modes when an active file is open. 
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11. CM System 
Decipher’s CM System (for case management) was written separately and is not integrated with 
the program in previous screenshots.  Continuum will integrate case management data with 
counseling data.  The set of data below will be combined with other sets under the 
“Needs/Outcomes” tab. 
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12. CM System: Add Client 
Continuum will integrate the two programs we use for case management and counseling 
respectively, and associate all entries with the appropriate unique client file ID.  However, this 
plan poses a challenge in terms of migrating and consolidating old data from the two Decipher 
programs into Continuum without creating duplicate client files. 
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13. CM System: Emergency Contact 
Continuum will combine this set of data with others under the “Needs/Outcomes” tab. 
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14. CM System: Outcomes 
Continuum will combine this set of data with others under the “Needs/Outcomes” tab. 
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15. Treatment Plan 
This represents the third autonomous piece of programming under Decipher. Continuum will 
integrate this set of data with others under the “Treatment Plan” tab. 

 
 


